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Goa is one of most exotic and Indiaâ€™s best Beach tourism destinations to enjoy your vacation. An
amazing history of goa is preserved in its churches, traditional homes, forts, villages and its cities
with friendly ambience, Colourful festivals and wonderful cuisine make this city more exciting. It is
an eternal land of sun sand and sea where the whole state is surrounded by beaches some of the
important beaches of Goa include the Vagator Beach, Anjuna Beach with its Flea Market and full
moon beach parties, Calangute Beach with its range of water sport activities, Miramar and Dona
Paula, Bogmallo Beach and Colva Beach.

The wonderful land of beautiful Goa offers several hotels giving wonderful facilities and hospitality.
Hotels in goa are well designed for honeymoon, family holidays and business meetings. Some of
the best goa hotels gives the vacationers perfect destination to relax. The beauty of hotels in Goa
perhaps lies in its compactness with roots firmly well-established into the ancient past with richly
built heritage.

Goa hotels play an integral part in tourism industry has comes out as a major economic activity,
contributing considerably to the Government revenue besides, providing hotels in Goa employment
directly or indirectly to a large segment of its hotels in Goa population. The hotels in Goa tourism
industry enjoys priority in Government planning and schemes. A large budgetary share is made for
providing hospitality to the tourist. This has lead to creating major infrastructural facilities in the state
which has also proved beneficial to localities of the state. Hotels in Goa are a fusion of harmony and
serenity .Goa beach hotels are a perfect place for renovating yourself. The Goa hotels promises it
vacationer not only get pleasure but also come around in the outlook prospect as well.

There are several Goa Hotel booking packages which you can book according to your budget. Apart
from all these, Goa boasts some beautiful beaches of the world, which ultimately make them an
ideal destination for tourists and vacationers. In Goa Beaches you can enjoy an amazing water
sports. Moreover, you can also relish the nightlife of Goa that is exclusive and mesmerizing and is
very popular among party animals. You can enjoy such beach parties whole night without giving
break to your fun & entertainment. While staying in Goa Beach Hotels, you can amuse a luminous
opportunity to experience beach tourism
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